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KEY TERMSKEY TERMS
DB: Dumbbell

REPS: short for repetitions, are the action of one complete strength training exercise, like one
biceps curl.

Sets: how many reps you do in a row between periods of rest. 

PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD: The gradual increase of stress placed upon the body during
exercise training. In training contexts, this generally involves progressively increasing some
lifting parameter over time (usually weight or reps)

ROM: Range of motion

RPE: Rate of perceived exertion. A measure of how difficult a set was on a 1-10 scale, with 10
meaning muscular failure was achieved.

ECCENTRIC: The lowering (“negative”) aspect of the lift

CONCENTRIC: The contracting (“positive”) aspect of the lift

INTENSITY: Effort and load

VOLUME: Total amount of work performed. Usually approximated as sets x reps x load

HYPERTROPHY: The growth of (muscle) tissue

PRIMARY EXERCISE: Main heavy compound movements that involve a large muscle mass (For
Example: squats, bench presses and deadlifts)

SECONDARY EXERCISE: Compound exercises which involve less muscle mass (For Example:
cable rows, lunges, hip thrusts, military presses, pull-ups, etc.)

ISOLATION EXERCISE: Isolation movements involving only one joint and primarily targeting a
single muscle – these are usually used to isolate a specific, smaller muscle or to generate
metabolic stress

How Long Should You Rest in between Sets?
Keep it simple, rest long enough to complete the given amount of reps for each set. With
compound movements like squats, benchpress and deadlifts, that might be around 3-5
minutes of rest. Don't feel in a rush. Use a timer if you don't have access to the Built By Plants
training app.

How Hard Should You Push?
You want to push each set to 2 reps shy of failure, hard enough that you’re challenged, but not
so hard that you can’t physically do another rep.



FULL BodyFULL Body
TRAININGTRAINING

SPEAKING OF SPEAKING OF PROPERPROPER FORM... FORM...

The Benefits Of

Ideally, beginners will train 3-4 times per week and intermediate to advanced somewhere
around 4-5 (6 if you just love the gym), but no more as you want to leave room for rest, which is
when your muscles are actually growing.

So at least 1-2 rest days per week, which will allow you to recover properly for your next session.
I personally do full body, weight training 3-4 days a week, and bodyweight training using The
Body Rebuild 1-2 days a week.

The benefits of Full Body is that it's extremely flexible. You don't have to train each session
exactly alike. You can have some days where training is more upper body focused, only doing
1-2 lower body movements, while having another day more lower body focused where you only
do 1-2 upper body movements, but still hitting every muscle group to each session to stimulate
protein synthesis. 



PROPER FORM
RANGE OF MOTION 
Proper form means having the right technique for each exercise. With proper form, you really
target the right muscle groups, and therefore make more progress long term while
significantly decreasing your risk of injury.

How can you learn the proper form? If you don’t know how to properly perform an exercise in
your plan, please watch my tutorials . Proper form is of extreme importance and always comes
before heavier weight! Don’t increase the weight if the form is not correct!

It means you are not strong enough for the new weight. Always, always focus on the form so
you don’t injure yourself and are targeting the right muscles effectively. This is how you will
gain strength and build muscle long term in a healthy way. Leave your ego at the door and
don’t think more weight is better.

The heavier weight will come soon enough when you train with proper form.

For every exercise, we should perform the full range of motion (FROM). Some argue that if
you do half reps, you have constant tension on the muscle and can use more weight, and this
is true, but studies come to the conclusion that using full range of motion will give your
muscles a better stimulus and more muscle growth.

If you perform an exercise full range of motion, you will stimulate the entire muscle while
constantly improving your mobility and flexibility as you age. This causes you to train more
safely. Example: Let’s say you're squatting, but only performing half reps or quarter squats
(squatting not under parallel/using little range of motion), and you start using heavier weight,
not only do you not have the mobility to squat down properly, but this is how you build
strength on top of disfunction. Which is a major no no. It puts you in a vulnerable  position
setting you up for a quick trip to snap city. But, if you practice full range all the time, you use
your mobility and keep it.

Use it or lose it. So, always perform a full range of motion, but don’t go beyond that. For
example, at the bicep curl, if your biceps are fully contracted at the top, there is no need to
curl even higher because your biceps won’t contract any further, and you’ll just be using your
shoulder, lean back, and momentum, so you’ll lose energy and strength, and thus can’t
stimulate your biceps as much.

The full range of motion is key for proper form and training injury free while staying mobile.

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRDL0o2pmegReotYh_md5hraR8MPBu3a4


WARMING UP PROPERLY

It's important to warm up effectively before each working set, based on the movement we
will be performing. We want to avoid static stretching prior to training.

Instead, we want to do what is called Dynamic stretching, as it activates and loosens the
muscles you will use during your workout.  Mobility work like foam rolling are good ideas but
only before you start the first exercise.

After your first exercise, your body is already warmed up, so for subsequent exercises, you
will only need to do an exercise specific warm up, with light weight, which helps avoid the
risk of injury and prepares your body for the weight that will be used for your working sets.

For example, if you've started your workout with squats and the next exercise is bend over
row, take the empty barbell and do a couple rows to activate the right muscles that will be
used for the bent over row. This prepares for the back and arms for the heavy load by
training the movement, then start your first working set.

Example: Dumbbel Benchpress Warm up

Working Sets: 5x5 for 90lbs  (90 pounds for each dumbbell)

This is your FIRST exercise of the session:

30lbs x 10, 45lbs x 7, 60lbs x 3, START 225lbs 5x5

For all following exercises, it's sufficient to just perform a couple of warm up sets with the
next exercise movement for a couple reps.

REST TIMES IN BETWEEN SETS

 This can vary, but a general rule of thumb.

Rep Range: 1-5 Reps: 3-5 mins | 8 reps: 2-3 mins  | 10: 2 min s | 10+: 1.5-2 mins



TRAINING PLAN
You will be performing this Full Body routine, meaning we will be working the majority of your
muscle groups each session, inside of splitting them up.

Our focus will be on compound movements . Compound movements are exercises that work
multiple muscle groups at the same time, such as the deadlift because you're using multiple
joints (ankles, knees, hips, shoulders), while engaging multiple muscle groups (core, back,
hamstrings, arms.)

The great thing about compound movements is that they allow us to use the most amount of
weight, build strength and muscle fast.  This helps you establish your Foundation of Strength .
Always think Strong First. 

We usually have the most energy, strength and mental focus to perform at the beginning of the
each session.

We will perform isolation movements last. Isolation movements are are exercises that involve
only one joint and a limited number of muscle groups. Such as the bicep curl or lateral raise. 

Start your first session with a weight that's easy to complete all prescribed sets and reps, so that
you have time to adjust to this plan and learn the proper form. Proper form is key and should be
learned correctly before increasing the weight. It takes a few weeks to get used to your new
plan, so give yourself time to adjust.

You will be training 3 Days per week with a rest day in between each workout. Your schedule
can be Monday, Wednesday and Friday, or Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. This setup has you
in the gym less per week, with slightly longer sessions. Workouts will last about 1 hour to an
hour and a half.

1-2 of your rest days should be used for a cardio session if you don't have time to complete your
cardio after your training session.

The isolation exercises for the muscle you want to focus on will vary during different workout
sessions. For example, on Day 1, you isolate biceps and triceps. On Day 2, you will hit your
middle shoulder and rear shoulder.

These 6 compound exercises: Benchpress, overhead press, squats, deadlifts, rows and pull
ups or pull downs, cover most of your primary muscle groups, we'll use isolation movements to
work the rest at the end of your workout.



DUMBBELLS: STRENGTH FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)DUMBBELLS: STRENGTH FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

EXERCISE SETS REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 Kettlebell BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

GOBLET
SQUATS

5 5 DUMBBELL   LEG PRESS

BENCHPRESS
5 5 DUMBBELL  

Barbell   BP

BENT OVER
ROW

3 8     DUMBBELL  Seated Cable
Row

OVERHEAD
TRICEPS
EXTENSIONS

3 10 DUMBBELL  Cable V bar
Press Downs 

HAMMER
CURL

3 10 DUMBBELL Cable Bicep
Curl

OPTIONAL AB WORK  AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

CORE 3 10 Hanging Knee
Raises

Reverse
Crunch

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.
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DUMBBELLS: POWER FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)DUMBBELLS: POWER FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

EXERCISE SETS REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

DEADLIFTS 4 5 DUMBBELL Romanian
Deadlifts

OVERHEAD
PRESS

4 8
DUMBBELL

Dumbbell  
Overhead Press

INCLINE
BENCH ROW

3 8 DUMBBELL Single Arm 
Dumbbell
Row

LUNGES 3 10  DUMBBELL 
 Hamstring Leg
Curls

DUMBBELL
LEG
EXTENSIONS

3 10 DUMBBELL Dumbbell
Lunges

OPTIONAL AB WORK AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

BONUS: LEG
LOWERS

3 20 BODYWEIGHT BICYCLE
KICKS

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.
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DUMBBELLS: HYPERTROPHY FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)DUMBBELLS: HYPERTROPHY FOCUSED DAY (RPE 8-9)

Use This log to record each workout's Target number of Reps and Sets. Then record how many
reps and sets you actually completed. This will help you understand how you're progressing. 

EXERCISE SETS REPS Method ALTERNATIVES

EXAMPLE 3 10-15 8-9 BARBELL CURL

2-4 Minute Rest in Between Each Set (Long enough to complete all prescribed reps & sets)

GOBLET
SQUATS

3 15 DUMBBELL  Dumbbell
Lunges

BENCHPRESS
3 12

DUMBBELL Incline
Dumbbell   BP

SINGLE ARM
BENCH ROW 

3 15   DUMBBELL Bent Over 
Row

DUMBBELL
LATERAL
RAISES

3 20 TRICEP
EXTENSIONS  

 Single Arm
Cable Side
Lateral Raises

HAMMER
CURL

3 15 DUMBBELL  Cable V-Bar
Curl 

OPTIONAL AB WORK   AT THE END OF THE WORKOUT

CORE 3 20 Kneeling Cable
Crunches

Lying Knee
Raises

After You've Completed Your Session, Cool down with 5-15 minutes of light cardio. Followed by
with some full body stretching.
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CARDIOCARDIO
This is probably one of the most controversial andThis is probably one of the most controversial and
misunderstood topics when it comes to fat loss.misunderstood topics when it comes to fat loss.

The average individual usually does cardio as a first resort to lose weight quickly, and get in
shape. This will lead to burning more calories initially, but they are usually completely unaware
that their diet must be in check in order for the cardio to have the positive effect of fat loss.

The downside to this is that, if you’re anything like me, after a cardio session of running, my
appetite is actually increased and I’m ready to eat the frig.

So if you plan on leveraging cardio for fat loss, monitoring (tracking) the number of calories you
consume will ensure that you receive all of the benefits… so that you aren’t on a hamster
wheel… working in vain… going nowhere fast… You'll be able to leverage your cardio correctly,
without eating all of those calories back that you just burned off.

I want to make one thing very clear. I am in no way shape or form making a case against cardio
for fat loss. I personally do enjoy it forms of it, as I love getting cardio in through playing
basketball. I also enjoy another form of cardio that can be done rather quickly and effectively.

We're going to add in some cardio with this program to optimize our results and as it’s
extremely beneficial for heart health, as the word Cardio is short for Cardiovascular.

Cardiovascular: relating to or involving the heart and blood vessels.

At the very least, I recommend it for that purpose alone. So… Let's talk about how to use it...

There’s one side of people who think
doing cardio is the Key to fat loss.

There’s another side that thinks it’s the
enemy because it causes muscle loss.



So… Is Cardio necessary for So… Is Cardio necessary for Optimal HealthOptimal Health? ? YESYES  CardioCardio
necessary for necessary for Fat LossFat Loss? ? NONO

When it comes to fat loss, you should think of Cardio as a tool in your tool belt. A pretty useful
one, that helps you create a greater caloric deficit and increases your body’s ability to use fat as
a source of energy.

Eventually, we’ll hit a fat loss plateau or halt while taking in a specific caloric intake and cardio,
and to continue to progress, there are Two main options:

1. Reduce your caloric intake (the number of calories you’re consuming)
2. Increase Cardio efforts (burn more calories through movement)

You’re probably wondering, “Ok, how do I know which one is the best option for me?”

“What are the differences between lowering calories and doing more cardio? “

We’ll hit on this more in depth soon, but in short, the answer is Personal preference.

Some people absolutely hate cardio, so obviously, they’d focus on lowering their calories. On
the other hand, some people really enjoy cardio.

You’ll have a blueprint that simplifies all of this soon.

So let’s sum this up.

Cardio is essential for Optimal Heart health.

Cardio is not mandatory for burning fat.

You can actually do little to no cardio and still burn fat by controlling nutrition solely. The
downside to this is you’ll be consuming fewer calories per day compared to if you were to add
in some cardio. I recommend doing a cardio session at least once or twice per week, for better
diet compliance. If not for that, than at least for the heart health benefits. With that being said,

Ther e 's one last question to be answered...



So, What kinda Cardio should you Do?

High Intensity Interval Training.
High Intensity Interval Training, aka HIIT (pronounced like Hit) consists of short, intense
bursts of exercise (squats, jumping jacks, bicycle kicks, etc) with short rest periods in
between each exercise. They can both get your heart pumping AND fire up your
metabolism with what's known as afterburn .

HERE ARE 3 AMAZING BENEFITS OF HIIT.

1. Getting and staying fit is part of managing and improving conditions like diabetes,
high blood pressure , high cholesterol , or heart disease . And HIIT is a great way to
help lose weight and boost your overall health. 

2. HIIT Can save you TONS of time: You don't have to work out as long as you would if
you were jogging at a steady pace.  You can get a super effective cardio workout in
just 20 minutes or less. 

3.  You’ll burn lots of calories, build some muscle, and boost your metabolism . Plus
there’s a post-workout bonus: Your body will continue to burn calories for about 2
hours after you've finished your workout . When you do a "sustainable" exercise, like
going on a long run, your body uses less oxygen than when you push yourself to the
max, as you do during HIIT. And when you work out to the point where it's difficult
to breathe (because your body is using more oxygen), your metabolism starts
working at a higher level, which helps you burn more calories even after you stop
exercising.

Plus you don't need any equipment. No gym membership, no weights, etc. You can do
it from home, on vacation, anywhere you have space some to move around in.

Now of course you can't just do anything and expect to make continued results. As
mentioned earlier, our body adapted to whatever it's exposed to. Similar to how this
training program is setup, You need a plan for your cardio. A strategy to follow that's
designed to take you from where you are now, to your desired outcome...



THE BODY REBUILD HIIT CARDIO.
You might already know about my HIIT Cardio program, The Body Rebuild . Maybe you
already have it. But if not, let me take a second to tell you about it.

The Body Rebuild   is my 12-week, Digital  Follow-Along Video, Transformation HIIT
Cardio program that I designed to help me burn more calories, which helped me shed
off undesired body fat. I used The Body Rebuild along side of RWP, to burn more
calories and lose more fat.

You'll be able to do the exact same by doing the High Intensity cardio routines 1-2
times per week out with me through video, as all you have to do is follow the videos of
me doing the exercises for time. No workout lasts of 25 minutes, so you'll burn more
calories in shorter cardio sessions. Do them in the morning or evening, it's up to you.

KEEP IN MIND, THIS IS NOT A REQUIREMENT.
 This is only if you want Optimal results for fat loss. You can do any cardio you'd like, as
long as it doesn't interfere with your actual training routine of this program.

Learn more about The Body Rebuild Program By Clicking Here

http://thebodyrebuild.com/
http://thebodyrebuild.com/
http://thebodyrebuild.com/


Schedule Your Call Now

Now you have The knowledge and
strategies needed to Rebuild Your Body
From Top to Bottom. I know this will take
time to learn and I am here to guide you
through the process.

How would you like me to
coach you 1 on 1, step by
step with this program?
WITH MY ONLINE COACHING, I GUIDE
YOU THROUGH THIS PROGRAM, WHILE
ALSO PROVIDING:

A Video Consultation for goal setting

Customized Meal Plan Every month
with Calories to assure success
RWP Training program Guidance
1 Video call per month for progress
tracking and goal setting: We'll be
tracking your progress effectively
through body measurements for more
precise accuracy to understand how
you're actually progressing week to
week.
Monthly body assessment
Text message and video check-ins
Diet monitoring
Access To Private Facebook Group
Email Support
Last but definitely not least,
ACCOUNTABILITY (key to consistency)

Take advantage of Online Coaching now
and receive 10% OFF just for purchasing
the Burn Fat With Plants Challenge.

https://builtbyplantscoaching.com/coaching-call


BFWP TRAINING CALENDARBFWP TRAINING CALENDAR
PUT AN X THROUGH EACH DAY AFTER COMPLETING TO KEEP TRACK OF YOUR PROGRESS! 

 If preferred, You can Train Mon, Wed, Friday. OR Tues, Thurs, Saturday.

Depending on your goal and as long as you're getting optimal recovery, you can perform cardio
your Rest Days and you can do:

Cardio/HIIT for purposes of fat loss or just to work on endurance and heart health.
Bodyweight movements such as pushups, pull ups, etc.
Core work like hanging leg raises, hanging knee raises, etc.
Mobility work, stretching, yoga, etc.

As long as it doesn't interfere or affect your ability to recover for your primary training days.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

 

DAY 1

 

REST 

 

DAY 2

 

REST

 

DAY 3 
Cardio REST 
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DAY 3 
Cardio  Cardio  
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DAY 3 
REST Cardio  
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DAY 3 
REST REST 
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